
6EB Essential Agreement 
 We should ask questions as Inquirers to encourage ourselves and our friends so we 

can learn more about the world. 

 We will stay balanced by maintaining an equal learning space, taking care of 

ourselves and others. 

 We will use a positive attitude at school by being knowledgeable leaders that use 

each other’s ideas and contribute our own ideas. 

 We will be kind and caring by approaching each other in a respectful way, the same 

way we expect ourselves to be treated. 

 We will all be risk takers by stepping out of our comfort zones, using our brave 

voices and trying new things. 

 We will all be principled by acting respectfully, as role models and as leaders of the 

school. 

 We will be active communicators by listening, contributing and engaging with each 

other in a kind, safe and fun way. 

 We will be thinkers by aiming high, coming up with new ideas and building creative 

solutions. 

 We will be reflective so we can continually adjust and improve on ourselves as well 

as our work. 

 We are open minded to each other, our words, thoughts and actions.  

Additional Agreements: 

 Going to school isn’t just about learning, it’s also about having fun. 

 We will be positive leaders and role models for Seabrook PS. 

 We are going to help anyone in need and spread positivity. 

 We will try our best to create a positive and happy environment where everyone 

can feel safe to be themselves. 

 We always strive to do our best and take pride in ourselves and our work. 

If followed: If Broken (depends on severity): 

Earn points (to go towards one off rewards 

or coupons/licences) 

Warning/reminder 

Class temporary rewards (like music, whole 

class points, class discussion on a reward 

Stay in, remove free time or take work 

home to complete 

Convince Mr Brown for a reward Suspension of coupon/licences 

Choose Reward: pack up song, line leader, 

bonus points, help with clean-up, friend 

time, choose brain break, lucky dip, board 

game, light nap. 

Call home to check in 

Removal of screen time/laptop 

Moving seat to better focus 

Intrinsic rewards always Class/community service 

 


